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We obtain in this paper sufficient conditions for the Q-stability and the 
structural stability of a diffeomorphism of an open manifold M; that is, a 
noncompact Cm (finite dimensional) manifold without boundary. These 
results allow us to describe a large class of Q-stable and structurally stable 
diffeomorphisms and vector fields on such manifolds. 
We denote by Dif?(M) the set of all Cr diffeomorphisms of M with the 
Cr Whitney topology (T 3 1). In general the notations and definitions used 
here are in [7], [l 11, and [14]. In particular, for p E M we denote its orbit by 
O(P) =W(P)I~EZI d t an i s w-limit and a-limit sets by wp( p) and af( p). 
Perf stands for the set of periodic orbits off, and L? = Q(f) stands for its 
nonwandering set. 
In the first section we are concerned with the Q-stability of elements in 
DitP(M). 
Following [12] we obtain, 
THEOREM AI. If f and f -1 E DifP(M) hazle j&e jiltrations 
{n/r, ) cl = 0, 1, a...) 
and {N, , ,5 = 0, l,...> with compact decomfositions of Q(f) (Def. 1.5), such 
that A&, = M-int iV,, , and zy 
are hyperbolic sets, then f is O-stable. 
In Theorems AI1 and AI11 we assume that f E Dif?(M) has a spectral 
decomposition (Qti , a = 0, 1, 2...}, where all J& are basic sets to generalize 
Smale’s Q-stability Theorem ([13]). F rom [6] we must suppose that this 
decomposition has no cycles. To obtain such theorems as consequences of 
Theorem AI, we make assumptions about the order relation on Q(f), 
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which allow us to construct the filtrations {ME ; LX = 0, 1, 3...> and 
{ND > /3 = 0, 1,2...) bW v in UC ion. Moreover, to control the set d t’ 
we suppose that cc is anf-strong repellor or an f-strong attractor of each point 
in L(wJ). Although Theorem AI is a more general result, Theorems AII 
and AI11 are much easier to apply. 
We use the Auslander set off and the Brower Translation Theorem to 
prove 
THEOREM B. If fE Diff” (Ra) and Perf = $ then f is Q-stable. 0~ eqzlk- 
lent&, if Q(f) = + then f is Q-stable. 
In Section 2 we prove the following theorem about structural stability. 
THEOREM C. If f E DifF(M) is such that 
(I) Q(f) is discrete; 
(2) f is Kupka-&ale; 
(3) CC is f-strong attractor of all x with wf(x) = # and is f-strong repeller 
of all x with mp(x) = 4; then f is structmally stable. 
To prove this we obtain a suitable locally finite open covering of IV to 
construct compatible and invariant systems of tubular families for every 
diffeomorphism near f. We then use Palis-Smale’s technique ([S]), to get the 
result. 
Section 3 is dedicated to examples. 
In example 1, we exhibit a vector field on any open manifold such that the 
diffeomorphism induced at the time t = 1 verifies, not in a trivia1 way, all 
the hypothesis of Theorem C and thus is structurally stable. 
In examples 2, 3, and 4, we present other Q-stable diffeomorphisms also 
satisfying nontrivially, all the hypothesis of Theorems AI, AII, and AIII. 
From such examples it follows that Theorem AI is more general than 
Theorems AI1 and AI11 and that these are independent. 
In example 5, we prove by Q-explosions that Theorem B is not true in 
R” for n > 3. 
We observe that the vector field constructed in example 1 is structurally 
stable. In fact, we believe that similar results to those stated here for diffeo- 
morphisms are true for vector fields. 
This paper originated from the author’s doctoral thesis at the Instituto de 
Matemhica Pura e Aplicada (IMPA) under the guidance of J. Palis. I am most 
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Neto, R. Ma%, and W. Melo for many helpful conversations. 
I also express my gratitude to the people at the Catholic University of 
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1. Q-STABILITY THEOREMS 
In this section we will prove our results concerning Q-stability. To do this 
we need some facts about filtrations, ([lo], [Ill, [12]). 
DEFINITION 1.1. A filtration for fe DifP(M) is a collection 
{Mm 3 LY. = 0, l,..., 72, , n, E N or 120 = + 03) 
of submanifolds with boundary il& of ill such that: 
Fl - int d/f,,, 3 -*I= ; 
F2 - f(fi4,) C int Al, 
F3 - Mn,, = M 
F4 - The collection {A&+, -int M, , LY = O..., n, - 1) 
is a locally finite family of closed sets in M. 
Our first lemma shows that the existence of filtrations as defined above is an 
open property. 
LEMMA 1.2. If {lags , cd = 0 ,..., no> is a jdtration for f then there is a neigh- 
boyhood N(f), in the Co Whitney topology gf Dig’(M), such that 
is a j&ation of g for all g E N(f). 
Proof. Let Kj C ikf, j = 0, 1,2 . . . . be compact sets such that 
and 
Set K,’ = Kl ; Ki’ = Kj - int k& for j > 1; MO’ = MO ; n/r,’ = 
A& - int &la-i for a! > 0; and il4=j = ik&’ n Ki’. 
It is clear that f(lM,j) C int l& . Then, if g E Diff’(M) is near f in the Co 
uniform topology of Cr(A&j, ikir), we have g(Al,j) C int A& , and therefore 
the lemma is proved. 
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DEFINITION I .3. co is f-strong attractor of x EM if there is a neigh- 
borhood Vz of x such that, for each compact set KC M there is an integer 
NK > 0, such thatfn(V) n K = 4 for all n > NK . 
Similarly we define “03 isf-strong repellor of x E M.” 
The filtrations for which co isf-strong attractor for every x E Ms , will be a 
useful special assumption for proving Corollary AI. We will prove that the 
existence of such filtrations is an open property. 
LEMMA 1.4. If {M, , a = 0, l... no> is a jiltration for f and 00 is f-strong 
attractor for every x E M, , then there is a neighborhood N(f) in the Co Whitney 
to$ology of Diffr(M), such that {&I=, 01 = 0, l,..., ?zo} is a Jiltration for all 
g E N(f) arzd co is g-strong attractor for every x E- M, whenever g E N(f )= 
Proof. It suffices to prove the following: 
If f E DifP(M) and F C M is a closed set such that cc isf-strong attractor 
for every x EF, then there is a neighborhood N(f) in the Co Whitney topo- 
logy of DiP(M) such that cc is g-strong attractor for every x EF whenever 
g E Wf ). 
To see this we note that for each x EF, there is a neighborhood U, such 
that f “( u,J, ?z 3 0, are disjoint compact sets and any compact subset of M 
intercepts only a finite number of them. 
Given a neighborhood Vz of x with 7% C U, , if g E DiP(M) is Ca near f in 
f”(a,) for each n > 0, thengn(rz) C ffi(U,) for all n > 0. Therefore by 
paracompactness of M, the result follows. 
Renamhs. Let (ME, cy. = 0, l,..., no} be a filtration for .f~ DifF(M). 
(1) The sets Q, = Q(f j n (ME - M-& OL = 1,2... n0 ) are disjoint 
closed invariant sets. 
(2) The sets 
fl, = n f “(MU - M~o1-1) = fl (f “(ME) - f +(int M&) 
na 7L>O 
for 01 = I,..., no are disjoint closed invariant sets. Moreover, if 
% c Ma - Mm-, 
is invariant then B C fl, . In particular, Sz, C fl, . 
(3) The sets FnE = f n(M,) - f *(int MN+), E > 0, are closed and 
rz, C int rPzE, for a: = l,..., z. . 
DEFINITION 1.5. A fine filtration for f E DiP(M) is a filtration 
{Ma 3 a = o,..., ?za} such that Q, = A, for each a. When each -c2, is compact, 
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we say that {A& ,01 = O,..., n,> is a fine filtration with a compact decomposition 
of Q(f)* 
Notice that ~‘2 n Ma may be properly contained in the maximal invariant 
set in M, . 
DEFINITION 1.6. We say that f E Diff’(M) has no Co O-explosions if 
given a neighborhood Uof Q(f), there is a neighborhood N(f) in the Co 
Whitney topology of DifP(M) such that Q(g) C U whenever g E N(f). 
LEMM4 1.7. Iff andf -l E Diff’(M) haveJineJiltrations {ME , 01 = O,..., n,} 
and {N, , j3 = O,..., n,,) with compact decompositions of L’(f), such that M, = 
M - int No , then f has no Co 62-explosiofzs. 
Proof. Let U be a given neighborhood of Q(f). 
We will first consider the fine filtration {A& , 01 = O,..., no>. 
For each u we choose an open set U, , such that 
and DE is compact. 
It is clear that for each a: there is an integer n, > 0 such that r’za C U, . 
Let PnU = g”(fiZJ - g+(int M,) and i&’ = M, - int Mm,_, for 01 > 1. 
We have to prove that if g is sufficiently near f in the Co Whitney topology, 
then, for each x E MU’ - U, , there is an integer Ye , --n, < T, < R, , such 
that g’*(x) 6 a&‘, and therefore pnti C U, . But this follows from the proof 
of Lemma 1.4. 
The same holds if we replace M,’ by N,‘, corresponding to the filtration 
(ND ) p = 0, l,... }. 
The lemma now follows since Q(g) = s”z = (UaJ u(@&), !& C .?I= and 
L$CF:p. 
DEFINITION 1.8. An open decomposition for f E Diff’Qls) is a collection 
{W, , ~1 E I C N) of open sets, such that ma , 0: E 1, are disjoint compact sets 
of Al and (Jnel lVm 3 Q(f). 
Set 
P(A) = {x E Mz Elm > 0, such that f-““(x) E 9 C M>; 
WS(A) = {X E III: 3m 3 0, such that f”(x) B A C M}; 
WyW,) = Wti” and lP(W,) = JV,“. 
We also define l%‘u = {x E M: q(x) C IV=} and Fvss = {x E ltk q(x) C W}. 
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We have, between the elements of an open decomposition a reflexive and 
transitive relation <, which is a partial order relation whenever it has no 
cycles, ([U]). Th is is done as follows. Let IV, < IVa if IVWU n We + 41. 
An r-cycle is a set of W, with IS’,, < WU, < ..* < War,1 = IV, for r > 1 and 
a l-cycle is a WN with some x $ I1’3, m, q > 0 and f’“(x), f-q(~) E WE . If 
there is no u-cycle, r > 0, we can make the relation < transitive, thus 
defining a partial order on the set (We 1 01 E I Z N). 
We want to prove that if f has a special kind of open decomposition, then f 
has no Ca Q-explosions ([12]). To do this we need two algebraic lemmas, 
LEMMA 1.9. Let A be a denumerable partially ordered set and ,for each 
a F A, let B, be the set (b E A: b > a). If B, is$nitefor all a E A, then there is an 
enumeration (a, , a, , a2 ,... } = A of A such that ai < a, wheneoer i > j. 
Proof. There are subsets Ai, i = 1, 2,... of 4 with the following 
properties: 
(1) BinA, =4ifi#j; 
(2) if a E ;2,+, and b E A is such that a < b, then b E ui=, Ai ; 
(3) u.2, Ai = A. 
Following the arrows in the diagram 
and enumerating each ai3’ only after we had enumerated Bmii - (cxp) we 
obtain the lemma. 
Let 9 be a partially ordered set by <. We say that {ai < .‘. < a,ti} C 4 is 
a chain of length w from 01~ , to 01, if there is no a: F A such that ol, < il: < 01;+r 
for some i = I,... 12 - 1. 
LEMMA IO. Let A be a denumerable partially ordered set such that: 
(1) if aY -c P, 01, /I E A, then all maximal linearly ordered set from a: 
to /3 is$r&e; 
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(2) for each 01 E A there is only a finite nzlmber of maximal partiaZly 
ordered sets containing 01. 
Then there are subsets A, , A, C A such that: 
(a) A, u A, = A, A, A A, = #; 
(b) ~EJ%, PEA,=+~:<P; 
(c) for each c+ E A, the set (p E A, : ol, ,< ,8} isfinite, andfor each 01~ E A, 
the set {,8 E A, : /3 < a.J is finite. 
Proof. SetC,={/3EA:fi>,cu.orp<af; 
C,+ =@EA:/~ < CX} and Cm- = {/3 E A: 01 < /3]. 
Let (011, ar, ,...} = A b e an enumeration for A. 
Proceeding by induction, we define: C, = Cm, and C,., = Cm, , where n 
is the least integer such that ollL 4 u:zl C, . The sets A, = uzcl C,- and 
A, = u%. Ci+ have the desired properties. 
PROPOSITION 1 .l 1. Let (W, , a! E I C N) be an open decomposition fm 
f E DifF(M), with no cycles, such that: 
(1) the order relation in A = (r;V, , a E I> satisjies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 1.10; 
(2) A, = &czfvz( WJ = Q(f) n HTa = Q, is closed for aZZ a; 
(3) co is f-strong attractor fey every x EM - &@‘(A,) and it is 
f-strong repellov for every x E M - Ual@Qlry). Then f has no Co Q-explosions. 
Proof. Consider A, , A, C A as in 1.10. 
We will construct filtrations (Mj , j = 0, l,...>, for f, such that 
(a) MO 3 UipO=L QBi ,
(b) flneZ f “(IV? - Mj-J = J2,< , for some i; 
and (Nr , P = 0, l,... }, for f -I, such that 
(a’) No = M - int MO 3 uz, !E& , 
(b’) fin,, f -‘“(IV,. - N,.-,) = 1;2si for some i. 
These filtrations will verify the hypothesis of Lemma 1.7 and then the 
proposition will be proved. 
Set W’ = Wtii E A, and Wi’ = Wj, E A, . By 1.9 we have, 
We consider open sets Ui, i = 1,2 ,..., such that 
sZa, = Qi C Vi C iYi C W, and 
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For all pairs (i,j) we have IViu n Ws(Ui) = 4, where IV;% = T@‘(TV,‘>. It is 
obvious that F = 114 - u,Ll Ws( Vi) is closed and the open set (JT!, Wj’ is 
contained in int F. Moreover, f((Jj”=, FV;rU) C int F. 
There is a closed set B C M such that B 3 int B 3 F 3 fJzl Wi 3 (jzl Go, 
andf(B) C int B. This allows us to construct A&, as usual. 
To prove the existence of B, we note that for each x E F - uj”=, Wi” we 
have : 
(9 co is f-strong attractor of x, or 
(ii) N E IV;” for some j. 
From (i) we obtain an open neighborhood VX of x such that f”( r?), R 3 0, 
are disjoint compact sets. Then there are open sets V,, C En, Cf”(V,), n > 0, 
such that B, = (JnaO K is a closed set with the following properties: 
(1) x E int B, ; 
(2) f(B,) C int B, . 
By similar reasons, in the case (ii) there is a closed set B, such that 
(1’) x E int B, ; 
(2’) f(BJ C int B, U (U?zl WY). 
From the covering (int B, , x EF - (J,“=, ?yj’” = P) ofF, we can choose a 
locally finite denumerable subcovering (mt B,* , i = 1,2,...), and we set 
We assume that there are M,, , J/r, ,,.., Mr such that 
(a) fil, is submanifold with boundary of M, i = 0, l,..., r; 
(b) int A!& 3 M, , i = l,..‘, r; 
(c) f(MJ C int fV& , i-0 r; ,a**, 
(d) W( U,-J u Mi-, C Mi C Wiu u f-“(Mi-J, d = I,..., r; 
(e) fin&f “(L%.Zi - l%Yi&1) = Qzi = Qi ) i = l,..., r. 
Changing F by the compact set K,, = f-1( u,.,> - f-‘( U,,) C W,,, and 
proceeding as in the construction of Ma , we obtain a closed set B such that 
f(B) C int B u int iWV . Using this set, we construct MT,, with the desired 
properties. 
It is easy to check that (A& - int &!&r , i - 1,2,..., r> is a locally finite 
family of closed sets, and thus the proof is finished. 
Remark. The hypothesis (1) may be replaced by the following one: 
(1’) The partially ordered set A = (WE , a: ~1) has subsets A, and A, 
verifying the conditions (b), (c) and (d) of Lemma 1.10. 
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From the proof of Proposition 1.11 we have: 
COROLLARY 1.12. If f 6 Diff’(IU) has an open decomposition (IV,, (II E I> 
with no cycles, such that 
(i) each Fi7@ has afinite number of successors; 
(ii) d, = nREzfn(JVJ is closed and Q(f) n FVa = .A, ; 
(iii) CO is f-strong attractor for every .x EM - u, @(A,). Then .f has 
no Co Q-explosions. 
Now we will prove our results about Q-stability. 
THEOREM AI. Iff, f-l E D@(M), T 3 1 have$ne Jiltrations 
(Ma ) 01 = 0, l)...) m,} and (Na , ,6 = 0, l,..., zo} 
with compact decompositions of S2( f) such that 
l)M, =M-intN,; 
2) the compact sets Sz, = Q(f) n (Ma - Mu-,) and 
.n, = -Q(f) n WB - N&l) 
are hyperbolic; then f is Q-stable. 
Proof. By [3] this result follows easily from 1.7. 
COROLLARY AI.l. If f E Diff’(iVI), r > 1, has a fine filtration 
(W > a! = o,..., m,} 
with a compact decomposition of D = Q(f) such that each ~2~ is hyperbolic 
and CO is f-strong attractor for every x E M,, , then f is Q-skzble. 
We recall that a basic set is a hyperbolic invariant compact set L$ C Q(f), 
topologically transitive, such that Perf 1 Q, . 
A spectral compact decomposition for f is a collection (Qa , 01 E I C N) of 
disjoint basic sets such that Q(f) = uaeI L$ . 
THEOREM AIL If f E Diffr(M), r > 1, has an spectral compact decomposi- 
tion {Q, , a: E I C N}, with no cycles, such that: 
(1) each L2, has only a jkite number of successors. 
(2) W(s2,) n Q, i 4 * -c?, < QB 
(3) co is f-strong attractor for every x $ u W~(QJ; then. f is O-stable. 
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Proof. It is enough to construct an open decomposition (IV$ ) 1 = 1,2,...) 
for f verifying the hypothesis of Corollary 1.12. 
By the hypothesis and by Lemma 1.9, there is an enumeration 
(al , 012 ,.I. > = 1 of I such that 01~ < olj * i > j. Then proceeding by induction 
we obtain neighborhoods iYi 3 .Q,+ = -G$, i = 1,2,... such that D<, i = 
1, 2,..., are disjoint compact sets and 
Each Vi , i = 1, 2 ,..., may be choosen in such a way that ([2]): 
!a) i%d~fY~J = Qi ; 
(b) there is a proper fundamental domain 
Dp = lqp2J - f -‘(w;pi)) for IP(Qij 
= (x E M : C+(X) C Q} = (x E M : o+(x) = c+(p) for some p E Q,}; 
(c) if iVi” 3 Diu is a proper fundamental neighborhood with @ C Vi 1 
then we can choose an open set tVi 3 52, such that 
It is easy to construct an open set IV1 such that 
9, c w, c w1 c u1 and for all j > 1. 
We assume now that there are open sets IV; i..., I&<,.  such that: 
(i) Oi C tVi C Vi C U$ , i = l,..., r; 
(ii) u f’“(PVJ n ?Vj = 4 for j = i +- l,..., T 
QO 
and i = l,..., r; 
(iii) u f “(WJ n Q, = 4 for j > Y and i = ‘I,..., Y. 
77&o 
We will construct IVY,, verifying (i), (ii), and (iii>. 
From (iii) we can choose U,, such that: 
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For each x E D” r+l with wf(x) = 4, we have a neighborhood Vz C rz C U,., 
of x such that 
for all j > Y. 
If x E DT”+1 and wp(x) C sZi for some i = l,..., T then there is a neighborhood 
V, of 32 and an integer n, > 0, such that f”(r& n = O,..., n, are disjoint 
compact sets, 
and f **( V,) C Vi . Therefore by the compacity of Dltl , we can choose a 
proper fundamental open neighborhood A?:+, such that: 
for all j > r. 
-- 
Let W,.,, be an open set with Qr,1 C W,., C W,, C U,+, and 
Fvr+l C (u f-V’Q) u ws(Q,). 
PZ>O 
It is easy to check that WT+l verifies the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). 
The family W, , i = 1,2... is an open decomposition for f satisfying the 
hypothesis of Corollary 1.12, finishing the proof. 
THEOREM AIII. If f E DifY(M), r > 1, has an spectral compact decom- 
position A = {Qa , a! E I C N} with no cycles, such that: 
(1) given s2, < Qe , L& , LIB E A, any maximal linearly ordered subset 
from 0, to QB isjnite; 
(2) each S& is only on aJinite number of maximal linearly ordered subsets; 
(3) each Sz, possess a neighborhood U, srcch that 
~oPw~) n us f 4 * Qa s 43 
/ 
(4) CO is f-strong attractor for every x $ u WS[QJ and f-strong repellor 
for every x $ LJ W”(Q); then f is Q-stable. 
Proof. It follows easily from Theorem AI and Proposition 1. Il. 
We notice that if 9( f) is discrete and Per f is hyperbolic then Q(f) = Per fi 
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Moreover, assuming that: for each p E Pert, 0( p) = {j”(p), 72 E Z> has a 
finite number of precedents; Perf has no cycles; and that co is f-strong 
repellor for every x $ UDEPerf W”(O( p)), we have: 
Jfw(p)) n O(q) + 4 * O(p) < O(q) 
Then by Theorem AII we have: 
for all p, q E Per f, (See f51). 
COROLLARY AII.1. If f E Diff’(M), r > 1, is suclz tkat: 
(1) 8(f) is discrete; 
(2) Per j is hyperbolic; 
(3) Per f has no cycles; 
(4) for each p E Per f, O(p) h as only a finite number of predecessors and 
SUCCeSSOYS 
(5) cTJ is-f-strong attractor for every x $ U,,p,rfWs(O( p)) and is f-strong 
repeZZor for Eoeyy x $ UnEPerf W(O( p)); then f is Q-stable. 
COROLLARY XI.?. If f E Diffr(A/r), r > 1, is such that 
(1) S(f) is discrete; 
(2) Per f is hyperbolic; 
(3) Per f has no cycles; 
(4) for each p E Per f, O(p) has onb a finite m.tmber of successors; 
(5) W@($jj n W(O(q)) -f: 4 * O(p) < O(q) for a0 p, q EPerfi 
(6) CC is f-strcmg attractor for every x 4 Uz)Sperf Ws(O(p)); then f is 
Q-stable. 
We will finish this section proving Theorem B. 
Our conversations with R. Ma% were very helpful for this proof. 
THEOREM B. If fE Diffr(R2), Y > 0, arzd Per f = 4 then f is O-stable. 
Proof. Suppose that f E Diff?(fil), r 3 0. We recall that the Liapunov set 
off is defined by 
L(f) = {v: M+R:visC” and 0 < v(J(x)) f v(x)Vx E M). 
The Auslander set off is defined by 
X(f) = (x E M: v(f (32)) = v(x) for every v EL(f)). 
The theorem follows from two facts: 
(1) iff E DifP(M) and R(f) = 4, thenf is Q-stable; 
(2) if ff Diffr(Rs) and Per f = #, then R(f) = 4. 
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The fact (1) follows from the following 
LEMMA. If R(f) = 4, then there is a Liapunov function 17 off such that 
0 < V(f(x)) < V(r) for all x E M. 
Proof. By the hypothesis and by the paracompactness of M, there is a 
locally finite open covering { Ui , i = 1,2 ,...) of M and Liapunov functions 
vi , i = 1) 2 ,...) off such that f ( Vi) n U, = $ and Yi( y) < l/i(z) for all 
y~f(U~) and XE Vi, i = I,2 ,... . 
Let LYE : (0, co) -+ R, i = 1, 2 ,..., be continuous strictly increasing functions 
such that 0 < ai( y) < 1/2i for every y E (0, co). We define 
The desired function Y : n/r-+ R is given by V(x) = CzT, Yi(x). 
The fact (2) follows from 
Q.E.D. 
BROWER TRANSLATION THEOREM ([l]). q f E Diff?(R”), r > 0, and 
Per f = 4, then for each Y E R2 thme is an homomorphism 
y: R-r(R) = rCR2szlch that 
(1) I’ nf(r) = 4, x E r, and the strip B, bounded by r and f (IJ, 
separates Ra in two Tegions; 
(2) each f-orbit intersects int B at most in a single point. 
2. A THEOREM OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
We recall that f E DifF(M) is said to be Kupka-Smale if all periodic orbits 
off are hyperbolic and their stable and unstable manifolds are all in general 
position. 
Let S(M) be the set of the diffeomorphisms f E DifF(M) such that 
(1) Q(f) is discrete; 
(2) f is Kupka-Smale; 
(3) CO is f-strong attractor of all x with q(x) = 41 and f-strong repellor 
of all x with q(x) = 4. 
In this section we will prove the following 
THEOFCEM C. The set S(M) is structurally stable. 
To do this we will need some lemmas. 
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LEMNLA 2.1. Iffy S(M) then O(p) I zas only a Jinite number qf predecessors 
and a @ite number of successors for each p E Q(f) = Per f. 
Proof. Observing that Q(f) is discrete and Perf is hyperbolic, we have 
Q(f) = Perf = (pl, p, ,...}. By the X-Lemma ([5]) we see that 
o(p) < o(q) 5 w”(o(pjj iii rV(o(p)) f 4 
and that Q(f) has no cycles. 
Assume by contradiction that there is an infinite sequence (ql , qz ,~..I C Q(f) 
such that O(q,) < 0( p> and O(p,) n O(pj) = 4, if i $ j, for some p E Q(f). 
Using that Per f is hyperbolic and has no cycles, and the fact that xz is 
f-strong repellor of all s with +(x) = $I we can choose an infinite sequence 
(p,:, p, E Per f, such that 
(a) p, = p; O(pi+3 < O(pJ, i = 1, L. 
(b) 0( pi) n 0( pj) = $ if i + j. 
In fact, let DOS be a fundamental domain for lVs(O(p)). There exist 
x,, E D,s and a sequence y,. E T/t’“(O(q,)) such that yr ---f x0. Since CD is an 
f-strong repellor for x $ UPEPerf W*‘(O(q)), it follows that +(x,,) = O(pJ for 
some p, ~Perf. Let Dls be a fundamental domain for lVs(O(p,)). From the 
hyperbolicity of 0( p,) we know that there exist .x~ E Dls and integers n, > 0 
such that I+( y?) ---f x1 . Therefore af(.xl) = O(pJ for some p, E Perf. 
The assertion now follows for there are no cycles on PerJ. 
We consider compact sets I$ such that Kj C int Kj+l and uj”=, Kj = M. 
We take disjoint neighborhoods Ui of 0( pi), i = 1,2,. .., such that iYi C int K; 
if 0( pi) C int Kj . It is obvious that int Kj contains only a finite number of the 
open sets &, i = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
Let D,s C U0 and Diu C Ui be fundamental domains of Ws(O( p)) and 
T@(O( pi)), i = 1, 2,.... Proceeding by induction we obtain points X, E DOS, 
neighborhoods Yr of x,,. and positive integers n, T r = 1,2,..., such that: 
(11 n, < n2 < n3 ... and f -nv(zc,) E D,.“, Y = 1, 2:...; 
(2) r/,.,, C li, , X, E cl , r I= 1,2 ,..., and diameter of r/, -+ 0 when 
r--t 05; 
(3) b’, ,f-‘(TVJ,..., f -“qvr) are disjoint andf -‘“r(V,) C U, : P = 1,2,... . 
By (2) we have fir=, I’, = (+,) C DOS. But the set (X E M: G+(X) = $1 is 
open. Then there is 4 E Q(f) such that +(x0) = O(q) C int Kj for some i, 
which contradicts (3). Therefore the lemma is proved. 
Remark. From the proof of this lemma we have. 
If f E Diffr(M) is such that: Q(f) is discrete; Perf is hyperbolic; the set 
IVU(O( p)) n TV(O(q)) is empty or it has a transversal intersection point, for 
all p, 4 E Q(f); the set {X E M: x7(x) = +> is open; then each p E Q(f) has a 
finite number of successors. 
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LEMMA 2.2. If f E S(M) and L?(f) = {p, , p, ,...} therz there me ne&hbor- 
hoods Vi of O(p,), i = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
is a locally finite family of open sets. 
Proof. It is easy to prove by contradiction that each compact set of ll/ir 
intersects only a finite number of f-invariant manifolds. 
Let KC M be a compact set. We define the set 52,” as follows. Set 
{PI Y-‘-Y pJ = (p E Q(f): J+yO(p)) (3 k’ # $3 
and fiKU = (pal?: O(p) < O(p,) for some i = l,..., s}. We define 
!2p = 52(f) - c&p. It is easy to see that followings of points in QKU are 
also in QxU. Therefore, proceeding by induction starting from maximal 
elements, we obtain for each p E GKU a neighborhood V, such that 
[JJofTJ~9)] n K = 4. '/ 
We consider compact sets Kj such that uy=r K, = M and Kj C int K,+I . 
For each pa E QrU - QF+r we choose a neighborhood Vi 3 O(pi) such that 
It is easy to check that &a>,of”(Vi), i = 1, 2,... is a locally finite family of 
open sets, finishing the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If f E S(M), Q(f) = {p, , p, ,...} a?zd Ui is a given 
neighborhood of O(pJ, i = 1, 2 ,..., then there are open sets JVi , Aij , BiB , 
i = 1, 2 ,...; j = 1, 2 ,..., wz,; k = 1, 2 ,..., nz , such that: 
(a) 0( pi) C JVi C Fi C T;Ti ;
(b) the families {Wi , fm(Aij), fn(BiB), i = 1, 2 ,...; j = l,..., q ; 
k = I,..., n, , m > 0, 0 < n < njk} and 
IT+ , (J f”“(Au), u fn(B& i = 1, 2 ,...; j = I,..., m, ; k = l,..., n, 
7>7.>0 T&=0 
are locally j%aite coverirzgs of uy=, W”( 0( p,)) ; 
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(c) p(A,), m > 0 and f Q&J, 0 < n < nilc are collections of disjoint 
compact sets (with i, j, k fixed); 
(d) we can assume that 
and that Nil4 is a proper fundamental neighborhood of W(O( p,)) 
- 
(4 ifb, ,..., pi,.} is the set of successors of p E Q(f) then f r’ck(Bilc) C Wj 
for s0nz.e j E (il ,..., iJ. 
Moreover there are open sets 
which also verify the properties (a)-(e). 
LEMM.~ 2.3. (Localization Lemma). Let (17~) i = 1, II,...) be a locally 
Jinite open covering of M. Given a neighborhood N of I (I is the iderttity of M) 
in DifP(M) there is a neighborhood Nl C N of I in DifF(M) such that for each 
f~ L$ we obtain fi EN, i = 1, 2 ,..., with the following properties: 
(1) supp fi C Ui, i = 1,2,...; 
(2) f(x) = fir 0 .-* 0 fi,(x) whenever .I* E ny, Ui,* , il < ... < i, , an.d 
x$ U, ifj$(i, ,..., ir) that isf = . ..f30f2afl. 
We omit the proof because it is essentially the same as in the compact 
c=e (i?l)- 
We will use in what follows the concept of systems of compatible invariant 
tubular families as definided in [g]. 
By Lemma 2.1, the existence of systems T/ and T,” of compatible invariant 
tubular families for f E S(M) follows from [g]. 
Now we are going to construct systems of compatible invariant tubular 
families for diffeomorphisms near f E S(M). 
LEMMA 2.5. If f E S(M) and Q(f) = {p, , p, ,...I then there is a neigh- 
borhood N(f) in Di@(M) such that each g E X(f) has systems Tgs and T,?& of 
compatible invariant tubular families. Moreover taking N(f) sufj%iently small 
we can suppose that T;u n T,” 3 UC, Vi where V.i is suitable neigh.borhood of 
O(p,), i = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. We will construct neighborhoods NU(f) off and Vi/i” of 0( pi) such 
that each g E: N”(f) h as a system T,” of compatible invariant tubular families 
with Tuu 3 UT=, Viu. This easily implies the lemma. 
505/16/I-11 
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The construction of N”(f) and V,‘J, i = 1, 2... is as follows. 
We consider neighborhoods Wi , A, , Bi, as in Corollary 2.3, such that 
Wi C TAO(PJ). M oreover, we can suppose that if x E Diu and We + #, 
then x E Bdk for some k. 
We will assume constructed neighborhoods V< ,..., Vc and positive 
integers eSi , ~2~ , eyj, , i = l,... Y, m > 0, 0 < n < nSir such that if 
I!g -fi!cl < Esi in W,, 
Ilg -fib < qj in fm(4J ilg -fib < es.g E in f”(B,,), 
then there are 2’,~(0(pQ), i -= l,..., r, and if the numbers eSi , l zj , erg, are 
sufficiently small, then T,“(O( p:)) is arbitrarily Cl near T,“(O( p,)) for each - 
i-1 ,..., Y. We will suppose also that qi , Bsik C V$ , i = l,..., Y, and that 
the predecessors of p E Q(f) are pSI ,..., pSp . To similify the arguments we 
take psi < *.. < pSr < p, as being fixed points. 
We consider a fundamental domain Dj of W!(p,) and a fundamental 
neighborhood NzS with Dzs C Nls C @ C W, . 
The tubular family 2;“( p,) define a retraction q : NIS ---f Wts( p,) n W, -_ 
IV&,( p,) such that: 
(4 raf ===frr ; 
(b) f is C’ in each fiber TF;~( y); 
(c) {z-;‘(y)> verifies the Grassmannian continuity. 
We will construct a retraction 7q * : Nls -+ W&,,(pl*) with the properties 
(a)-(c) such that the foliation {v~-~(z)} is arbitrarily Cl close to (z~;l( y)) and 
that 
T,u(p,Tl)(~) n T,*-‘(Z) fi 4 3 53-r”(x) C T,“(pE)(x). 
Taking \I g - f // Cl < cL with E$ > 0 sufficiently small 
will be arbitrarily C1 close. Moreover, we can choose the numbers Ed, , 
E” s~j , dye, so small that the foliations T,“( pz) n N,$ and Tfu( psi) n Nzs a;e 
arbitrarily C1 close. Then, using standard arguments we obtain r&*. 
If g is very C1 close to f in W, , then there is a neighborhood Vu of p, 
such that 
V” C (U gn(W)) u @%(P,*). 
WJ 
Therefore, by Corollary 2.3, the proof is finished. 
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Proof of Theorem C. 
Consider f E S(M) with Q(f) = {p, , pa ,...). 
Let 7/i be the neighborhood of 0( pi) given by Lemma 2.5. Using Corollary 
2.3 we obtain open sets T4$ , A&i , Bt, such that Wi C t’,i , i = 1, 2 ,... . By the 
hypothesis that co is f-strong repellor of all x in the closed set 
there is a locally finite open covering (U, , 1 = 1,2,...) ofF such that 
;4 = jc, , FVi , ,& = () fm(Aij), & = ij” f”(B& 
lfZ>O ,1=0 
i, I = 1, 2 ,...; j = l,..., mi ; k = I,..., n, 
1 
is a locally finite open covering of M. 
Using the neighborhood N(f) g iven by Lemma 2.5 and applying the 
Localization Lemma to the covering d, one can complete the proof by a 
small modification of the proof for the compact case ([8]). 
3. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
One of the simplest examples of structurally stable vector field is the Hopf 
vector field induced by a triangulation of M. In this case the w-limit (a-limit) 
of each point in A.4 is a singular point. By modifying such vector fields we 
obtain structurally stable diffeomorphisms and vector fields which verify, 
not in a trivial way, all the hypothesis of Theorem C. In particular, for these 
systems there are points in M with empty w-limit (cl-limit) set. 
After that we exhibit examples of Q-stable difl!eomorphisms, showing that 
AI is more general then AI1 and AIR, and that these are independent, as 
announced before. 
Finally, Example 5 shows that there are Q-unstable diffeomorphisms of 
R”‘, 72 3 3, with empty nonwandering set. 
E,xAMPLE 1. Let y : R -+ 114, r(R) = r, be a Cm embedding such that 
y([Q, co)) and y(( - co, 01) are not contained in any compact subset of M. 
Set 
and 
D’(E) = (x E R’: jl N /j < E>, 
d”(e) = (x E R’: // x 11 < E}, 
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We take a tubular neighborhood TT : U---f r of r in AI, and we consider a 
diffeomorphism p : &-l(3) x R + U such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
(x, t) E 2%-l(3) x R -% U 
I 1 ln 
(0, t) E (0) x R a r 
There is a triangulation of 5P2(2) x [0, + co) with the following properties: 
(i) the vertices are contained in S”-2(2) x (24, K = 0, 1,2,...; 
(ii) if (x, 2k) is a vertex then (x, 2n) is a vertex for rc = 0, 1,2,...; 
(iii) a simplex with all vertices in P-a(2) x {2K) is contained in 
S772) x (2k), 
(iv) if a simplex has vertices in P-s(2) x (2h) and in P-72) x (2m) 
then Jm--KI = 1. 
The center of a simplex contained in S+*(2) x (24 is its baricenter. The 
center of a simplex with vertices in S”-*(2) ~(2k, 2k + 2) is the baricenter of 
its intersection with the sphere P-a(2) x (2k + I}. 
Let X, be a Hopf vector field induced by this triangulation such that each 
vertex is a source, the center of each simplex with dimension less than 7t - 1 
is a saddle and the center of each n - 1 dimensional simplex is a sink. 
We extend XI to vetor field Y on P-l(2) x [0, + oo) such that: 
(a) the points (0,2 ) n are saddles and the points (0, 2n + 1) are sinks; 
(b) aP-l(2) x [0, +a), P-r(2) x (n) and (01 x [0, +co) are 
Y-invariants; 
(c) Y is the unitary radial vector field on [P-r($) - D-Q)] x {t> for 
each t E [0, + co). 
The set 
is closed and 
V = int 
! 
g2 [P-l ( “z+T 3 ) 1 x [r - ), + 03)] u [P-Q) x [g, + co)]\ 
is a neighborhood of F. 
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Let Y : fin--*(2) x [0, +co) -+ [0, 11 C R be a C” function such that 
F = Y-l(1) and @72) x [0, +mj - V = Y-‘(O). Let Z be the unitary 
vertical vector field on &-l(2) x [0, +co). 
We define X+ = Y + Y * Z and 
qy, 0 = X+(y, t> if t>O 
4Ys 0 = P(~‘(Y, -9 if t<O 
where p( y, t) = (y, -t). 
The vector field k induces a vector field x’, in MI = /3(0’72) x R), 
such that X’ [ aMr is the Hopf vector field of a triangulation of aM, . Let 
A/r, = M -int MI . We recall that a triangulation of ai& = a&lx may be 
extended to a triangulation of AI2 ([4], p. 113). Let X” be a suitable Hopf 
vector field of such triangulation. 
The vector field X given by X lM, = X’ and X lM, = X” is such that the 
diieomorphismf = X,=, induced by X at time t = 1 verifies, nontrivially, all 
the hypothesis of Theorem C, as we want. 
FIG. 1. L?+ in dimension two. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be a vector field in R2 with invariant manifolds as in 
Fig. 2. 
The points (n, l/n) and (l/n, n), n EZ - (01, are hyperbolic saddles; the 
points (n/2, 2/ rz ), n EZ, n odd, are hyperbolic sources for n < 0, and hyper- 
bolic sinks for n > 0. 
Let X, be the induced flow. The diffeomorphism f = X,,, is such that 
40,~) = ~(O,Y) = Ss and co is neither f-strong attractor nor f-strong 
reppelor of (0, y), y ER. Then it is obvious that f does not verify the 
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FIGURE 2 
hypothesis of Theorems AI1 and AIR. But it is easy to see thatfis Q-stable by 
Theorem AI. The filtrations (Mm,) and {N,) needed to apply this theorem can 
be constructed as follows. Set M0 = ((x, y) E R2: y > 0} and 
No = {(x, y) E R”: y < 0). 
Now we use the fact that each p E Per f has finitely many predecessors and 
successors to get M1 ,..., Al, ,... and AJr ,..., N, ,... as indicated in Fig. 2 
(compare also with the proof of Theorem AII). 
ESAMPLE 3. We consider a vector field X in R2 such that (0,O) and 
(a, l/a), I2 = 1, 2 )...) are hyperbolic saddles for X with invariant manifolds 
as in Fig. 3. 
Let X-, be the induced flow. The diffeomorphism f = X;,, verifies the 
hypothesis of Theorem AI1 but does not verify the ones of Theorem AIII. 
bAMPLE 4. We consider a vector field X in Ra such that the points 
(2n, 2n), n EZ, are hyperbolic saddles and the points (2n + 1, 2n), R EZ, 
are hyperbolic sources, as in Fig. 4. 














Letf be the diffeomorphism induced by X at time t = 1. It is clear that f 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem AI11 but does not satisfy the ones of 
Theorem AIL 
Remark. By Lemma 2.1 this example shows that the property 
“,Ei,, W(p) is closed” 
ruloa*OJ JJ%9 is closed”) is not an open property in Diff’(W). 
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EXAMPLE 5. We are going to show that for n > 2 there are O-unstable 
diffeomorphisms of Rn with empty nonwandering set. 
Letf, be a diffeomorphism of R2 described in Fig. 5. 
FIGURE 5 
Let fs:R+R be given by fa(x)=ax with O<u<l. We take 
g = fi x fi : R2 x R -+ R2 x R. We note that the open set 
A = R2 x R - 6 ({$+> x [0, $03)) 
i=l 
is diffeomorphic to R3. Then it is obvious that f = g j A gives a diffeo- 
morphism of R3 such that Q(f) = + and f is not G-stable. 
For n > 3, we consider the product off by a linear contraction of Rn3, 
and we are done. 
This example was suggested to me by R. Ma%, modifying the classical 
example of S-explosion for the compact case ([6]). 
Remarks. In [9] Peixoto and Pugh show that structurally stable vector 
fields on open manifolds are never dense. But their example is G-stable when 
the manifold is R2, by Theorem AI. Thus the following problem arises in a 
natural way: Are Q-stable vector fields dense in R2 ? 
Another interesting question is to characterize Q-stability when Sz is 
discrete. We believe that Theorem B will be important to solve this problem 
in the case of Diffr(R2). 
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